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Security and Enforcement in Dynamic Spectrum Sharing

Fueled by user demands, emerging applications, and advanced technologies, the use of radio spectrum has intensified and expanded enormously in the last two decades. As the demand for spectrum continues to skyrocket, it will become increasingly
difficult, if not impossible, to meet that demand through the legacy spectrum policy based on the assignment of siloed, exclusive
-use spectrum bands to particular applications. Consequently, both incumbent users (IUs), who want to maintain access to their
spectrum, and secondary entrant users (SUs), who seek access to more spectrum, will, by necessity, need to share the spectrum
by embracing efficient, flexible, and agile spectrum sharing technologies. When different stakeholders share a common resource, such as the case in spectrum sharing, security and enforcement become critical considerations that affect the welfare of
all stakeholders. Recent advances in spectrum access technologies have made spectrum sharing a viable option for significantly
improving spectrum utilization efficiency. However, those technologies have also contributed to exacerbating the difficult problems of security and enforcement. In this presentation, I will review some of the critical enforcement issues and security threats
that impact spectrum sharing, with a particular focus on challenges related to ex post enforcement.
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